One of my major responsibilities is the design, development and maintenance of sva.edu.

Built on a Symfony2 framework using the html5 doctype

Twig template engine

Implements Typekit for custom web fonts

Source control managed using Git

Uses jQuery and CSS3

Custom mailer using the Sendgrid API
AIOP is a non-profit organization that I've worked with for the past four years. The main site functions year round as an outlet for art in random, and possibly not so random places.

Built on a Wordpress framework

Implements Typekit for custom web fonts

Uses jQuery and CSS3

Uses the Tumblr API for the News section
Every year, AiOP has a NYC festival on 14th street. The 2013 Number site was designed to facilitate users before and during the festival.

Built on a Wordpress framework

Implements Typekit for custom web fonts

Uses jQuery and CSS3

Uses the Google Maps API for geolocation

I created a custom calendar function to match each artist with the date and location.
I've worked with Brooklyn Beans from its infancy to help build a strong coffee brand. If you haven't tried it yet...you should. It's mighty fine coffee.

Built on a Wordpress framework

Implements Typekit for custom web fonts
Prospect Tea is a spinoff from the success of Brooklyn Beans. This site currently is in the process of becoming responsive.

Built on a Wordpress framework using a child-theme.

Uses Grunt, a task manager, which is one of my new favorite applications. It lints the js scripts, uglifies it for production, as well as manages the Sass files.

Source control managed using Git
This site is currently in development. It will launch April 1st (client approval pending). Cartney is a B&B in Columbus, MS. I also created the logo for this site.

Built on a Wordpress framework using a child-theme

Uses Sass preprocessor for clean efficient css files

Source control managed using Git
Let me just preface that this is not my design. My job was only development. However it does use some sophisticated development to get the required functionality.

Built using bootstrap for the responsiveness on all devices.

A new rollout is upcoming using a Symfony2 framework and the CMF build, which allows for in-line editing.

Uses Sass preprocessor for clean efficient css files

Source control managed using Git

The blog is managed through Wordpress and ingested through using the WP RSS feed.
This site is close to a full deployment. What I wanted to focus on is the responsiveness, and the custom video functionality.

Built on a Wordpress framework using a child-theme.

Uses Sass preprocessor for clean efficient css files

Source control managed using Git

Custom jQuery slideshow which shuffles the videos when clicked.
icrave is a design firm on Broadway. The goal in this design and development was to create a curated environment for their projects so the user could easily parse through particular categories.

Built on a Wordpress framework.

Source control managed using Git.

Uses the jQuery masonry script to manage the bricks as the user filters the results.
In order to get users to use the sva.edu CMS properly, I created a training site as a resource for our users. This site has served all sva.edu users with all the resources they need to manage the site. I also created all training videos and posts.

Built on a Wordpress framework.
I recently taught a continuing education class at SVA, called UX/UI Fundamentals. The class was designed to teach employees at Sudler & Hennessey how to build sites in Photoshop, using UI/UX principles, as well as all of the nifty tricks in Photoshop, to build mockups effectively for the hand off to developers. The site served as a syllabus and a resource for class participants.

Built on a Wordpress framework.
Thank you.